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Territory.
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Reno, Nevada.
Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
The territorial supreme court held
El Paso Texas, March 1. Mall ad
No more will ths Association ot R
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X has received $1,097.01 from Eugenio sn adjourned session at the capitol
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Washington,
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aged by the collapse of a party wall.
El Paso, March 1. An employe of ham, Sutton, Flint, Frye, Gallinger,
to
Taos county, but the date has not yet Dl Palma and
may rub their eyes with amazement ture last night. None of the injured among its friends in the Senate
Ruppe declare that the
the Department ot Justice today com Gamble. Guggenheim, Hale, Hepburn, been fixed.
today to learn that Insurance Com- are seriously hurt W. A. Cassman prevent action on the New iltuko
defendants unlawfully entered the
the Investigation of the claims Kean, McCumber, Nixon, Oliver, Pen
Sant Fe Realty Company.
missioner Chaves has sent to Terri- of Albuquerque was bruised about the Joint resolution at this session, so that pleted
store
snd tore dow t a large pordrug
of Lawrence Converse of Los Angeles rose, Perkins, Files, Richardson, Scott,
Articles of Incorporation of the San tion of the walls
torial Treasurer M. A. Otero a check body and seven Tucumoarl citizens both territories may come In together
and roof of said
and Edwin Blatt of Pittsburg, held at Smoot, Stephenson, Warren, Wetmore. ta Fe
Realty Company were filed in store so that the same fell
for $32,247.39 which represents the were badly shaken up when the coach on March 4, 1913.
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all evidence corroborates their mons, Smith of Maryland, Thornton, duct a general real estate business plaintiffs.
Ed Ways and Means Committee to meet says
Compared
month ot February, 1911.
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This afternoon, for the first time IB
By a strange
claim. The- - United States Is expect Tillman, Watson. Total forty-six- .
and Hon. Miguel A. Otero Is designat
Is Shields on the Dawson coal
this
of 1910
with February
train on Monday next to strike at the tariff ed to demand their release at once.
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to
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on
Instatutory
agent
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$2,903.61 more, and shows that the
which was derailed north of here.
preme Court, appeared a woman lawBeveridge, Borah, Bourne, Bristow, Mexico with residence at Santa Fe.
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yer to argue a case. It was Miss NelCrawot
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will
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with
Brown,
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be
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States
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may
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A. Llenau are "right on the Job."
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Territorial Treasurer Otero has not
received such a big check tor some
weeks. Mr. Otero received today a
check of $139.61 from Cleofes Romero,
warden of the penitentiary, for convicts' earnings.
Land Entries.
The following were the land entries
local
land office yesterday:
at the
John K. Bland, Earl W. Brady, Hiram
M. West, Sr., Morlarty; Macarlo Torres, Melqulades Alderete, ProgreBBo;
Henry B. Trilby, Morlarty; Luther E.
Hill, Duran; 'William A. Bess, Levy,
Mora county. Adolf M. Garcia, Wagon Mound; Sylvia E. Calhoun, East
f
Las Vegas.
Build Road Soon.
D.
Territorial
Engineer Charles
Miller stated today that reconstruo-structlo- n
work on the proposed road
between .Santa Fe and Albuquerque
for which Bernalillo county has appropriated $6,000 and for whlca territory will raise , $4,000 will begin
probably, within a fortnight. . It will
be rapidly constructed and Is to be
ot a high grade ot work. Engineer C.
H. Neal will be In charge. It will be
14 miles long in Bernalillo county.
Notaries Appointed.
Aotlng Governor Jaffa has appoint
ed the following notaries public:
James T. Guy, Guy, Union county; Vicente A. Garcia, Beenham, Union
county; John M. Rice, Parsons Lincoln
county; Bernard Cleve, Elk, Chaves
county; Frank A. Hubbell, Albuquerque, Bernalillo county; Crestlna L.
San Miguel
Sanchez, Las Vegas,
county.
Incorporations.
Artloles o.f Incorporation were filed
In the' territorial secretary's office by
the Colonial Copper Company which
will have1 Its office at Murray and ol
which John P. Murray is named the
agent In New Mexico. The object of
the company la to buy, and sell mines,
mine, refine and smelter, and it Is
becapitalized at $260,000, the shares
being worthy $1 each. The company
gins with $2,000 capital. The share
1998
holders are John P. Murray,
shares; Maud Stewart Murray and
William D. Murray, each one share,
all ot Murray, N. M. The duration of
the company Is 80 years and
papers were also filed.
Supreme Court Tomorrow.
The supreme court will be In ses
sion tomorrow afternoon. Chief Justice Pope Is expected from Roswell
on noon train and Judges Wright,
Parker, McFle, Mechem, Roberts and
hbntt are here. There are four
more cases to he heard but several
In cases
opinions to be handed down
that have been arguea ana BUDmitiea,It Is expeoted that the court will ad-

brothers. The two accidents occurred
almost at the same time.
GRAND

JURY HA8 NO
RIGHT

TO VINDICATE.

Its Sphere Is to Inquire Into Crime
Not to Whitewash Publlo
Officials.

'

millions of pounds from South America and Australia.
n
The
League continues
its venomous attacks agalnBt New
Mexico people and the constitution in
the columns of the Washington papers and hopes that the Democrats
will cbme to their aid because it is
certain that New Mexico will send
two Republicans to the U. S. Senate
and two Congressmen of that faith
to the House.
New Mexico Vote.
About One-thir- d
Phoenix, Ariz Feb. 28. By an af
firmative vote of 76.12 per cent of the
of
total, the proposed constitution
Arizona was ratified at the recent
election. The official canvass was
This showB
completed yesterday.
that out of the .total of 16,009 votes
cast 12,817 were in favor ot the constitution with 8,822 against The total vote was small, however, as 27,676
votes were cast at the previous gen
eral election.

Denver, Feb. 28. Judge Bliss in the
criminal division ot the district court
today refused the request of Judge
Greely W. Whltford that a special
grand Jury be calleu to Investigate the
charges of bribery made against him
by Mrs. Margaret Miller before the
legislative committee hearing testi
proceedmony In the Impeachment
ings. The proceedings and charges
sentencWhitford's
arise from Judge
ing of sixteen striking coal miners to
a year in Jail for contempt of court.
Judge Bliss said that the grand Jury
has no legal right to vindicate private
character, but only to Inquire into SCHOOL TO TEACH
crime.
GIRL8 TO FARM.
ABSENCE OF TROUBLE
WAS UNEXPECTED.
Chicago,' Feb. 28. Chicago Is hold
ing a primary election today to decide
on party candidates for the spring
election for mayor. There are Ave
Republican and three Democratic aspirants, the latter Including former
Mayors "Harrison and Dunne. A heavy
early vote is reported with unexpected absence of trouble ot all kinds.
Journ this week as by next Monday
most of the Judges must preside In
district court In their own districts.
Educators Ride In Style.
Superintendent of Publlo Instruction
J. E. Clark has received a letter from
Chief Clerk Rupert F. ABplund ot the
department stating that he, In com
pany with other educators, found a
private car at his disposal from St.
Louis to Mobile where the school su
perintendents of the country are in
Mr.
session. Mr. Asplund represents
Clark at this meeting which will be
In session several days.
Did Good Work.
Mounted Policeman A. Sena Is In
the city today in consultation with
Captain Fornoff. Mr. Sena has been
at Santa Rosa where he did good ana
effective work In solving the murder
mystery in which Miss Nora Stewart
was the victim and for which Luis
Tapla Is now In the penitentiary
serving a long sentence,
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomes
Is here from Penasco where he spent
three weeks preserving the peace. He
was also a caller on Captain Fornon
this morning.

0. H. Belmont Has Discovered
How to Make Old Homestead
More Attractive.
New York, Feb. 21. Mrs. O". H.
P. Belmont announced that she would
open within a short time a school
for teaching girls to farm. A class of
twenty factory girlsall suffragists-w- ill
be Instructed in the art of agriculture upon
Mrs, Belmont's . 200
acres at Hempstead, L. I. Truck farming will be the specialty and when the
have gathered their
young women
crops they will drive to the city and
learn how to sell them.
The young women will be taught
to plow fields, sow seed, bed down
horses, feed pigs, milk cows, make
butter, rake hay and raise chickens.
Not a man will be on the premises.
The girls will receive wages while
learning. It Is Intended to make the
and ultimately
place
Mrs. Belmont
to enlarge the class.
also announced that she was working
on the details ot a plan to enable
her "farmerettes" to become owners
of tiny farms from a half acre up.
Bark of the scheme, Mrs. Belmont
says, Is the movement to win converts
to her "votes for women" creed.
Mrs.

NOT STAND JOKE
ABOUT HER CAKE.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 27. A Jesting re

COULD

mark by her husband regarding a cake
she bad Intended baking, caused Mrs.
Harry Hogan, 25 years old, to kill herself by drinking carbolio acid In her
home, 645 Inca street according to
members of the family. She died Just
as she was being carried Into the
county hospital.

ford, Cummins, Dixon, Gronna,
Follette, Jones, Lodge, Nelson, Page,
Has Mercy for the Pupil Who Gives Root,
Warner.
Smith, Sutherland,
Democrats Bacon, Chamber
Young.
Way to Temptation When the
Clarke
of
are
lain,
Arkansas, Culberson,
Auaplolous.
8lgns
Davis. Gore, Martin, Money, New- A
1.
new
Overman.
March
Owen,
lands,
Wyo.,
Percy, Ray-meCheyenne,
Shlyely, Smith, of South Caro
variety of legal opinion was rendered
by Attorney General D. A. Preston to lina, iSlone, Swanson, Taylor. Total
of ayes 40. Absent, Aldrlch, Frazler,
day, when State Superintendent
Publlo Instruction Rose A. Bird asked Terrell.
Lorimer did not vote because of his
his office If a school child could be
punished for truancy on a legal holi- Interest in the case and Senator Talll-afer- o
was In his seat but did not reday. General Preston's opinion, verspond to his name. The vote of Senabatim, follows:
tor
Cullom, Lorimer's colleague, was
"It Is doubtful it a kid can be pun awaited
with Interest and both sides
ished for truancy on a holiday, so give
claimed him. He voted for Lorimer.
of
doubt"
the
benefit
the
kids
the
Tariff War May Result.
"(Signed) A. PRESTON,
Washington, March 1. While no 'n- Attorney Genereral."
regarding Canadian reciprocity
Subsequently discussing his official qulry
has yet been received from The Ger
opinion Preston said he had a poor man
the state depart, government,
opinion ot a boy who lacked sufficient ment
expects that most of the comto
when
play
independence
hookey,
mercial powers will Immediately make
the signs were ausolclous.
applications for privileges similar to
.
f.
those to be enjoyed by the Canadians,
"RUEF WILL HAVE TO '.'- once the arrangement is In force. It
8ERVE FOURTEEN VEAR8.
may be stated authoritatively, how
ever, that all such applications will be
Order for His Commitment to 8t
declined, the attitude of the state de
Quentln Prison Was 8lgned By
partment being such that advantages
'.' Judge Lswyer Today.
may be obtained only through the special reciprocity treaty or agreement
San Francisco, March 1. The order with the United States.
to
the
San
committing Abraham Ruef
IT PA8SED UNANIMOU8LY.
Quentin penitentiary where he will
Washington, D. C. March 1, 4 p. m.
serve a term of fourteen 'years for
The House has just passed nnani-mousl- y
bribing Supervisor John Furrey was
the Andrews Joint Resolution
made today by Superior Judge Lawler.
approving the New Mexico Constitu
The court granted a stay ot execu- tion. It now
goes to the Senate.
tion ot Judgment of one week, In order to allow Ruef time to settle up
GOVERNMENT MAY COMPEL
affairs before going to prison.
RETURN OF COAL LANDS.
WITHIN TWO VOTES OF
PROHIBITING 8UNDAY BASEBALL
Denver, Colo., March 1. The Im
Columbus, 0 March 1. By the mense holdings of the Colorado Fuel
narrow margin of two votes the and Iron Company in Las Animas
House today passed the Greeves bill, county are attacked by a suit filed by
which legalizes Sunday baseball In Attorney General Wlckerstum In the
Guard
of federal court here. About 5,800 acres
Ohio. ' Representative
of the most valuable coal lands In the
Champalgne county, and clergymen
state, estimated to be worth $3,000,000,
led the opposition.
are Involved. The government asks
that this land be returned to It, alleging It was obtained by fraud, de
X
St Railroads Forbidden
ceit and conspiracy. The government
To Advance Rates. X
X
is severe in defining the manner in
X
Washington, Feb. 23. Both X which the C. F. and I and the Coloand western St rado Industrial Company are alleged
X In the eastern
X rate cases, the Interstate Com- - X to have come into possession of the
X merce commission announced X Las Animas coal fields.
X this afternoon that the rail- - X
X roads are not entitled to any X MONIS ASKED TO FORM
X increase in rates. The commls- - X
NEW FRENCH CABINET.
X sion disapproved the proposed X
- X
carand
28. President Fallleres
the
Feb.
ordered
X advances,
Paris.
X rlers by March 10, to with- - X today asked M. Monls, formerly vice
X draw the proposed rates, leav- - X president ot the Senate to form
X cabinet" to succeed the Brland minis
X lng the old rates In effect.

XSXXXXXStXJSXSXXXX ters

Company on San Francisco street,
where Carl A. Bishop, the assistant
be
In
will
secretary,
charge.
at
The company
is capitalized
ot a thousand
$100,000 consisting
shares at $100 each. The company'
begins with $2,000 stock. The share
holders who are directors of the company are Hon. M. A. Otero, 6 shares;
J. H. Fulmer, Jr., 10 shares, and A. B.
The duratloa of
Graham, 5 shares.
the company Is 50 years and
papers were also filed. The
company, It Is stated, will develop
the Clenega, the Ramona School hill
and other local real estate proposi
tions.
Bankers Association.
The Bankers' Life Association of
Des Moines, la., has been admitted to
the territory. This is said to be the
life Insurance
largest assessment
company In the world.
Catching Mice.
Just now the capitol officials and
their clerks are busy catching mice,
which have made the capitol their
Even the sanctum of
headquarters.
the mounted police seems to have Inno
awe
in the mice, and two
spired
traps neaf Captain Fornoff's roller-to- p
desk are kept busy springing surprises on the gray coated mischief
makers.
,
'
Dona Ana County Road.
A few years ago the city and county
ot El Paso, Texas, constructed to Anthony, N. M., on the state line, an exceptionally fine highway. This road
was constructed to meet a great need
for traveling facilities In the farming
sections above El Paso and the lower
Mesllla valley. It has cost the county
of El Paso a large sum of money and
goes to show how much money can
be spent advantageously by a city, to
enable people of outlying sections to
reach it easily and quickly to do their
shopping, etc.
It is easy therefore to appreciate
from a business man's standpoint the
value of good roads to the city or
town where business men wish to sell
their wares to the farmer.
To the end of this highway at An
thony the county of Dona Ana, means
road
by the help of the territorial
commission and subscriptions amount
to
ing
practically $40,000 raised, vol
untary pledges ot farmers
residing
near the proposed road to construct
a beautiful highway. A classification
of acreage, benefited by this road, has
been made whereby land owners livmile contribute
ing .within one-hafifty cents an acre. Those outside this
ot
halt mile and cast
the Rio Grande,
35 cents, and those across the. river
20 cents. This subscription,
which
has been readily responded to by the
farmers, can be either paid In cash

of the New Mexico Bar Association
and the only female lawyer in New
Mexico.
She is an attorney In the
case of Butler
Ramsey vs. Oliver
Typewriter Company and argued skilland
fully
gracefully on a motion to re
open a judgment which had been
granted through default Miss Brewer was highly complimented
upon
conclusion of her argument.

i

BONILLA

IN8I8T8 ON
HI8 MAN FOR PRE8IDENT,

flrTless

Peace Conferenee Gives Into
Him He Will Resume Hostili-

ties In Honduras.
Honduras, March 1 Unless
the peace conference at Puerto Cor
tez agrees today upon a candidate for
provisional president of Honduras,
Manuel Bonlla Is expected to resume
hostilities. The revolutionary leader
demands the selection of one of three
candidates proposed by his peace commissioner as the i.rst condition ot the
agreement
Celba,

or In labor so much for man and
team per day. Owing to a large
amount of labor being In the latter
form, the territorial engineer has detailed an engineer to start this work
Immediately so as to secure the benefit ot this work before spring plowing, etc., begins.
Preliminary work will start Thurs
day, March 2. Four or five camps
each, with a foreman, who Is directly
under the road engineer, will be maintained from Anthony to Dona Ana a
distance of 30 miles.
Each camp will
comprise the land owners In that Immediate section. This road follows
along the right of way of the Santa
Fe from Anthony to Mesllla Park
where It passes up "The Pike" of the
New Mexico Agricultural
College, a
beautiful avenue maintained by that
institution and proceeds by way of
the "Paseo" to Las Cruces, thence up
the Alameda road to Dona Ana.
The Dona Ana county road connecting up with the El Paso highway,
forms the terminus of the Camlno
Real which enters New Mexico at Raton coming from Cheyenne, Wyoming.
mrougn Colorado, Denver, Colorado
springs, Trinidad, and through New
Mexico from Raton to Santa Fe, and
thence to Albuquerque and finally
down the Rio Grande ,valley to Dona
Ana, Las Cruces, Agricultural College,
Anthony and El Paso.
Postmasters have been appointed In
New Mexico as follows: Bertha
Rehoboth, McKinley county;
Joseph W. Burt, Maoy, Roosevelt
county; Sara O. Baunon de Leyba,
Leyba, San Miguel county.

JJ.
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TRAINING AT
NEW MEXICO REFORM SCHOOL

MANUAL

TROUBLE

It Is Greatest Need of tha Hour and
Should
. the Next Legislature
Make Provisions For It
r

TAX

COLLECTORS

HAVE BEEN

y

have adopted, Is, thetorganztatton of
Association;
a County Teaeherst
which meets frequently with view of
bringing about a betterVindertandlng
between teachers, railing the standard ot qualification, and encouraging
discussion ot
topics. The
adoption ot a "Mothers' Day," which
takes place once a month at the dii
triot school. The holding of "Parents
Meetings," at which the county superintendent presides. The personal examination of pupils, at least once a
year, constant supervision of schools
and the enthusing
by visitation,
of parents Into bettering the condition of their children. Brought about
a closer relationship between superintendent and school directors, tending
toward the efficient discbarge of their
official duties.
There has been a wonderful improvement in our schools during the
past two years, but there's still a
great deal ot work to be done before
we can brag on ourselves.
Sincerely yours,
J. V. CONWAY,
County School Superintendent.
Two Admitted.
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena
has returned from Roswell where he
attended as secretary the meeting of
the board of bar examiners. Ot the
tour applicants for admission, W. C.
Alexander, Jr., and J. D. Mell passed.

(Cimarron News)
"While we are doing the very best Percentage Collected Com
we can under present conditions, the
pares Favorably With That
cFrRt nnnrl nf the New Mexico Reform
of
manu
At
a
of Former Years
atnrv
flnrlneer is system
al training," said John W. Klrkpatrlck
superintenaeni or me reiorni .uuuui
GREEKS
week. Mr. Klrkpatrlck Is spend ARE L00K1NGJFTER
AT
CAPITALIZED
$500,000 last
lng a day or two In connection with
the task of securing a new teacher
one who understands irrigation ior Canning Company Is Incorporat.
In
Meet
Will
Court
Supreme
crana
ed for $25,000, at French,
Santa Fe Wednesday
"Wa hone that when the Brit state
Colfax County.
March 1.
convenes we shall be able
to get an appropriation providing for
Acting Governor Jaffa returned this
industrial
Aotlng Governor Jaffa hat appoint manual training and an
It Is afternoon from Trinidad where be
course." said Mr. Klrkpatrlo.
went
to attend the funeral yesterday
andro Sena, Santa Rota, Guadalupe the one thing needed to make the of his
aunt, Mrs. Sol Jaffa.
i
01
one
uiubi
me
a. uvtvynuuvi acnooi
ueim mntiiu
ly ana vnauncey
Land Entry.
to
In
and
state
tha
tlnnn
accomplish
.Grant county
William G. Ogle of East Las Vegas,
an Important work among the bad made a land
Goei to Trlndlad,
entry Saturday at the lo
for boys some work and Instruction In
Mr. Jaffa will leave tonight
cal land office. '
and
ot
in
his
useful
to
funeral
make
them
attend
trade
the
to
Trinidad
Incorporation.
aunt Mrs. Sol Jaffa who will be burled dustrious."
Articles of Incorporation were filed
Just now there are thirty boys in by the American Manufacturing and
tomorrow. He will return tomorrow
the reformatory and the superlnten Mercantile Company in the secretary's
night.
riant nftvB that all traces ot the out office today. The company 1b capital
Incorporation.
Articles of Incorporation were filed break which endangered the life of ized at $25,000, consisting ot 2,500
ComAssistant Superintendent B. D, Samp-sel- l, shares at $10 each, halt ot the shares
by the Oasis Farm and Orchard
has alsaDDeared. The school Is to be preferred stock paying annually TENDERFOOT SLAYS BAND
pany, which has Its place of business
OF STAGE ROBBERS.
on the Oasis Ranch near Roiwell, and developing Into quite an experiment six per cent dividend. The company
This year thirty acres will be is established for the canning of fruit
of which Clifton ChUolm Is named as farm.
s
Tales From ths
agent. The objects of this company nlantad to beans and as an expert and vegetables, dealing in machinery Rather 8trtllng Have Been 8cenes
Which
are to deal In real estate, bore wells, ment four acres will be planted to and Implements and so forth. The in
of Much Lawlessness.
erect buildings, grow fruit, manufac- broom corn. If the latter experiment corporators are L. I. Taylor, of Springture and sell goods and many others. nroves a success the plan Is to secure er, 250 shares; I. James Taylor, 8
Silver City, N. M., Feb. 27. The
6f Springer, 4
It la capitalized at $50,000 beginning broom making machinery and manu shares; I. S. Taylor,
John Harding of French, stage robbers have not yet disappearwith $2,000 capital stock subscribed facture enough brooms to supply all shares; and
4 shares.
The directors are L. I. Tay- ed. Thursday they found their match
who the state Institutions.
by the following stockholders
J. S. Taylor and John Harding. In an "eastern tenderfoot", R. L.
Last year 7.000 pounds of beans lor,
are the directors of the company:
who was driving a rig from
The location of the company is at
Wilwere raised at the school and at an
William J. Wilson, 16 shares;
Silver City of Mogollon, when six
James
and
Colfax
L.
county,
French,
liam M. Fyffe, two, and George H. averaere market price ot six cents a
Mexicans stepped from ambush and
Taylor Its agent
commanded him to halt.
Kane, two shares, all of Roswell. The pound It will seem the school was
After Greeks.
Looking
duration of the company Is 50 years. making real money,
Instead ot raising his hands as the
Complying with the request ot the
Thnt the boys who are sent to the consul ot Greece ot San Francisco ask- robbers expected, be sprang out of the
A certificate of limitation ot liability
Is filed with the articles of Incorporareformatory are greatly in need of ing that he be notiSed of the death coach Into a ditch on the opposite
the rudiments of education is shown of any Greek citizen in New Mexico side of the road and began returning
tion.
Arrested Again.
as a fact that, according to Mr. Klrk- so that the estate ot the same may be the fire from the shelter of the ditch.
Word has been received here that patrlck, not one boy out of fifty who settled and his heirs or relatives no- McLester is a good shot and, as he
tha tified, Assistant Attorney General carried a couple of good guns, he provJames B. Chambers, alias Jeff Hall arrives has progressed beyond
a match for the
alias Prank Chambers and alias P. second grade studies.
Harry S. Clancy has sent out the fol ed to be more than
The value and possibilities of work lowing letter to the probate clerks of robbers, who had mistaken his rig for
McCarthy, has been arrested for
J the Silver
City and Mogollon stage.
horse stealing in Colorado and Is the and application are expressed on the the territory.
Bear Sir By Article XI of the con- - He says he killed three of their numChambers who served some time In boys and a favorite example of the
ber and that one was seriously woundthe New Mexican penitentiary on the superintendent In talking to them la ventlon between the United States
ed while two of them made their escharge of robbing the United States tha nana of H. TJ. Mudge. now head and Greece, proclaimed, July 11, 1903, cape.
mails near Clayton about ll years of the Rock Island railway systems, It is provided that, in case of the. McLester
pushed on to the nearest
in the
aim. According to advices received, who began as section hand on the death of a citizen of Greece
who has no known heir ranch, told his story and then piloted
Chambers was arrested October 27, Santa Fe system and rose to general United States
or testamentary executor designated D. N. Barron, L. E. Mitchell, D. A. An1891 at Durango for making counter- manager of the whole system
T. R. Lyons back to the
by him, the competent local author!-- ; derson and
fait iivf dollars and was Indicted,
Tha Indeterminate Sentence.
spot. While the men found no dead,
to
shall
notice
of
fact
the
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give
In
is
i
but the Indictment was dismissed
The Indeterminate sentence by far the consuls or consular
a .45 caliber Colts
agents of several cartridges,
1893. But he served five years In the the best method In sending boys to the
revolver, a mask and a big straw hat
Greece.
Mr.
for forgery, reformatory," said
Klrkpatrlck.
Colorado penitentiary
and also tour puddles
By direction of the governor of New of Mexican style
While In the local penitentiary Cham- i many cases the boy la discovered Mexico, I have to ask that, immediate of blood where the robbers had fallen
to
him
be
managehave as
bers is said to have distinguished
a, .0on as he arrives
ly upon receipt in your office, of a cer were found. The robbers
self in his attempt to build a secret RDi0 ana inclined to make good if he tificate of the death of any citizen of yet not been caugbt and it Is supwill
which
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(eeg that his own good
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a
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knows that be has
the end that he give the required incharge of robbing the
malls Is said to have been tragic in- and can leave at the end of that time, formation to the proper consul of es high and 20 years old, and came
snow he doesn't care how he acts."
White county, Ar
Greece.
As the law now requires the from Pangburn,
'
deed, as he was caught in a
While here the superintendent will registration ot all deaths in the office kansas, where he was reared and
tnrm rieht after robbing the sack,
visit William Renke, paroled from one of the probate clerk of each county. where his parents now reside.
and after three days he reached
He sustained a slight wound in the
form house and remained there for to twoSi years sentence, and who has you are the proper officer to furnish
left shoulder and got three bullet hoi es
'
several weeks 111 with pneumonia. secure a Place at the American Lum this information.
through his hat
Renke is
Yours truly,
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prisoners were sentenced recentlycourt
that he would comply with the court's
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 27, 1911.
nf lnmher and other materials and
Judge Wright at the district
order. "Then it's sixty days In the
E.
Hon.
James
at
Clark,
superintendent
received
Engle
session held at Santa Rosa.
supplies have been
and if you don't
Public (Instruction, Santa Fe, New county jail for you
and are being hauled by wagon irom
see fit too play the part of a man
Mexloo.
a
Is
slow
This
dam.
to
the
that point
DAUGHTER TE8TIFIES
when you get out, back you go again,"
bad con- Dear Sir:
AGAINST HER MOTHER. process on account of the
Williams
retorted the magistrate.
Replying to your circular letter of
dition of the roads, the result t reto Julia Dolan January
to the regret of recent date, regarding "Condition of was married
storms.
cent
Greatly
'
"Mother
an elopement to Golden, The
Denver; Colo., Feb. 27.
tha rooiriprita nf the camp the physi County Sohools," will say; that in re- 7, after
used to whip me with a dog collar cian who had been assigned to this gard to teachers and their qualifica- girl testified that her husband did
was
he
and strike me in the face with her
was to have reportea nere tions, there Is at least fifty per cent not support her but said to
in- project and
leave
fists. Papa has always been good,
last moment declin improvement over 1909 We bad bet tired of her and asked her
at
the
this
week,
Gavin reoukea Wil
meek and
ter teachers, superior work, lnd more him. Magistrate
dulgent, liberal, peaceable,
ed to come.
both the children
I never heard him speak
enduring.
enthusiasm during 1910, than at any liams and Informed
Inor
A Mother's Safeguard,
a cross word, talk in a loud voice
since the organization, they should have been spanked
year
previous
married.
of
stead
for
the
getting
Tar
and
have trouble with anyone. Mother
school
of
the public
system
Foley's Honey
Is best and safest for all
used to follow him around and scold children.
The main difficulty In the past has
and Jaw him, but he never Teplled coughB, colds, croup, whooping cough been, First; lack of sufficient funds,
Warning to Railroad Men
anNo opiates, uapnai with which to carry on the schools a
and Just walked from one room to
and bronchitis.
Look out for severe and even danSuch
other in order to evade her."
Pharmacy.
profitable length ot time; indifference gerous kidney and bladder trouble
was a statement made by
of parents as to the constant attendresulting from years of railroading.
Esther Gustafson yesterday during CURRY COUNTY DEMOCRAT8
ance ot their children at school, while (Ua E. Bell. 039 Third street. Fort
ARE GETTING BUST. the same was In session; negligence
the trial of the divorce action brought
Wayne, Ind., was many years a conagainst
of Curry county met of school officers with regard to the
Tha
by Mrs. Minnie Gustafson
ductor on the Nickel Plate. He says:
cable
at
hall
an expert
at tha chamber of commerce
GiiBtaf Gustafson,
of
the
enforcement
Compulsory 'Twenty years of railroading left my
Colo.
Clovls on call of the county chairman, school attendance law, and otber du- kidneys in terrible condition. There
splicer ot Idaho Springs,
C. R. Worrall, to flu vacancies in tne ties Incumbent upon them; and a gen
was a continual pain across my back
minor
all
the
of
know
vnn
that
n
various precinct committees in the eral apathy, In school matters, which and hips and my kidneys gave me
most
make
and
far
the
up
to
are
and
"kiss,"
by
county
ailments colds
has existed, and with which we have much distress, and the aotlon of my
It is not tne com iu.u prepare for war." A. W. HocKennuu had to contend and to combat,
dangeroUB?
bladder was froquent and most pain
nn nned to fear, but the serious was elected vice president; John F.
Our chief needs are: More money, ful.
I got a supply of Foley Kidney
..
. ho It nften loads to. Most Taylor was
secretary and
, QltltmBBD
school terms, adherance to Pills and the first bottle made a wonA longer
treasurer.
chosen
was
r.
Tavlor
diseases
as
known
germ
are
nf thase
school directors, unqualified derful improvement and four bottles
are direct primary for the nomination of duty by
nnrinonsumtitlon
nl
Since being
of the schools by parents, and cured me completely.
muiuuii.in
upon and an support
was
Cham
naniiMatea
agreed
not
take
Why
.mr.ni them.
an Immediate awakening to our pres cured I have recommended Foley
rtnnirh
Remedy and cure invitation extended to New Mexico ent educational needs.
Kidney Pills to man of my railroad
vou can? For sale state Democracy to hold Its first state
!,! whila
"
Capital Pharmacy.
yum
The plan for Improvement, that I friends."
Clovls.
at
convention
all dealerB,
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Crude Products of Cotton
Seed Exceed $100,000,-00- 0
a Year
809

PIMSJN

OPERATION

Largest Mills According to Quantity Crushed Are in
Tennessee.
Washington, D. C, Feb 28 A preliminary statement showing the gen
eral result of the 1909 census of the
establishments crushing cotton seed
was announced today by the Director
It
of the Census. E. Dana Durand.
presents a comparative summary for
the 1909, 1904 and 1899 censuses; an
account of the quantity of crushed
seed and crude products by states,
together with some comparative sta
The report was
tistics of exports.
prepared under ths direction ot Mr.
William M. Steuart, chief statistician,
by Daniel C. Roper, expert special agent.
The figures are preliminary and
subject to such changes as may be
found necessary from a further examination of the original reports.
In collecting the data for the census of 1909 manufacturers were requested to prepare their returns tor
were
the calendar year 1909, but
given the privilege of submitting retwelve-montpeports for a different
riod when the business year of the esconventablishments made it more
Notient so to prepare the returns.
withstanding the fact that the manu
faoture ot cotton-seeproducts is a
seasonal Industry, the practice of the
manufacturers in making their returns was not uniform, some submitting reports for the season 1908-9- ,
some tor the calendar year 1909, and
The
others for the season of 1909-1crushing season of the cotton-see- d
mills may be said to extend over the
eight-mont- h
period from September 1
of one year to May 1 ot the following.
Thus, while the statistics ot this report do not present the status ot the
industry for any one year, yet they
do relate to and properly present the
conditions with regard to a complete
twelve-mont- h
period.
The summary shows the per cent
ot Increase in the several items for
industry
the cotton-seeproducts
during the decades and Indicates a
remarkable
development as well.
very
The number of establishments increased from 357 in 1909 to 808 In
This increase
1909, or 127 per cent
in number has been very general
oil
throughout the several states,
mills having been established quite
terrirapidly In new cotton-growintory as well as multiplied In the old
er communities.
crushed
The .uantity of cotton-seeduring the last decade increased only
54 per cent, but the increase in the
cost of the seed to the manufacturer
to a
was 173 per cent, and points
greatly Improved Bource of revenue
for the producer, as the value ot cotton-seed
per ton at the census of
1899 was returned at (11.65 and the
value of this census is reported at
120.41 per ton.
The Increase in the total value of
crude products produced during the
decade Is shown to be from $42,412,-00- 0
to 1107,638,000, or 164 per cent.
While the Increase in the quantity
of seed crushed was 54 per cent, the
production of oil Increased 70 per
cent, indicating the employment of
better methods and greater economy
In the use of machinery; natural resultants from the economic progress
The increase in the
of the Industry.
quantity of cake and meal Is shown
to have been 89 per cent, which is
probably accounted for in part by the
establishment during the decade of a
number of mills operated under the
cold process" system, by which the
hulls and meats are pressed together
and disposed of as cake and meal.
Another factor to be reckoned with
In effecting this percentage Is the recent practice by many establishments
of mixing varying quantities of hulls
with the cake in grinding, especially
when the product Is designed for
These conditions
sale as feedstuff.
also account for the very slight per
centage of Increase In the production
of hulls,
Double Economy In Beginning.
Another interesting feature which
was brough out by the statistics is
the increase of 206 per cent in the
regin-ninquantity of linters saved from
the seed for oil extraction. The
llnter fiber Is in commercial demand
who
among certain manufacturers
used the better grade of cotton before
the present era of high prices In that
A double economy is thus
staple.
effected by the greater production of
linters and by the larger percentage
of oil saved when the seed has Been
olosely reglnned.
The value of crude oil manufactured In 1899 represented 50 per cent of
the total value of products, compared
with 61 per cent In 1909; hulls, 8 per
cent, compared with 7 per cent; while
the relative values of meal and linters
remained the same.
According to the statistics shown
seea
In the statement, the average
crush per establishment In 1899 was
0,945 tons, compared with 4,731 tons
In 1909. showing the practice in re
smaller
nant. vears of constructing
Cotton seed oil mills may be
mills.
Those of
divided Ino two classes:
cenlarge capacity erected at railway
ter and the smaller mills built in
towns with Indifferent transportation
facilities and depending upon the lo
cal supply for their seed, Each class
ot aiill has its advantage; the larger
mill has more competition in securing
Its seed supply, but, on the other

hand, It can draw readily from distant localities.
LENT BEGINS
The problem of storing and proper
a factor
ly preserving the seed in
which is also contributing to the
WEDNESDAY
erection of the smaller local mills.
The value of the oil, especially, depends upon the condition ot the seed
when It reaches "he mill, and the Forty Days of Prayer and
natural tendency is to establish smalFasting In Preparation
ler cotton seed oil mills in connection with ginneries,
For Eeaster
thus permitting
the storing of the seed at the same
time the lint is removed. The largest
COUNSELS
mills, according to the quantity of REGUUTIOM
seed crushed, are found In Tennessee,
followed by those In Arkansas and
Mississippi,
They Are Read In All the Ca tho
lie Churches Of the
Progrc-- i In Refining Methods
Archdiocese.
During the decade the real advance
of the cotton-seeproducts Industry
has possibly been attributable more
The season of Lent, known as the
to the development in the refining church fast ot six weeks, will begin
will
prooesses than to anr nthr cause. Wednesday, when the faithful
amusements
to
farewell
bid
worldly
the
Although
machinery in the crushing mills has undergone many Im- as far as possible and devote themthe
process itself Is still selves to prayer, tasting, alms giving
provements,
practically what it was a quarter of a and
pious reflection.
Hence It is due to the
century ago.
At
the Cathedral mass will be celein
progress
refining methods, rather
brated at 7 a. m. Wednesday or
than to improvement in the
g
process, that the products "Ash Wednesday" and the ashes will
are today quite superior to what they be placed on the foreheads ot the
were even a decade ago.
faithful before mass,
With the Improvement in refining r This is a very interesting
cere,
methods In recent years new use for ' mony, reminding us that we are dust
'
cotton-seeoil have been developed The priest says In Latin, as he
among the most Important ot which anoints with ashes, "Memento homo
rever-terls- "
Is the manufacture of lard compound,
quia pulvis es et in pulverem
which is the most palatable and eco(Remember, O man, that dust
nomical food,
So large a percentthou art and unto dust thou Shalt reage ot our home consumption ot cotton- turn.)
-seed
oil Is used In the lard comThroughout the forty days, those
pound that value of the oil varies who are able will fast, which means
with the supply of lard; hence cottonthat only one very substantial meal
seed oil has greatly profited by the In- will be
partaken of. Where Lent Is
crease in the value of the hog pro
strictly observed one eats but a slice
ducts during the last few years.
or two ot bread and drinks a cup of
The statistics ot exports of cotton- - coffee or cocoa for breakfast
The
when associated with those of produc
light meal of the day consists of from
tion for the two years shown.
Fox six to eight ounces of food and ths
Instance, the quantity of oil exported third meal, which may be eaten at
during Calendar year 1899 amount noon or at night, is the regular fare,
ed to 54 per cent of the quantity re minus meat on certain
days.
turned at the 1899 census as produFasting, however. Is not the entlrs
ced that year, whereas the quantity
Abstinence - from
object in Lent
of oil exported during the calendar
many little luxuries is recommended
year 1909 amounted to only 29 per to carry out the spirit of the law. The
cent of the quantity returned as pro faithful are recommended to hear
duced in the 1909 census.
It is. mass every day and to attend devouthowever, gratifying to observe that, ly to the Lenten exercises.
a consldtrable de
nothwistandlng
Regulations Read.
crease during the decade In the quan
1.
The following are the fast days
tity of oil exported, Its value In 1909 during the year:
exceeds the value of the exported
(a) All days in Lent, Sundays
ten years ago by $7,090,932, or 67 per
exoepted.
In the order of their importcent.
(b) . The Ember days.
ance, the largest importing countries
(c) The Vigils (eve) of Penteof American oil, are: The Nether
cost, Assumption, All Saints, and
lands, Italy, Mexico, United Kingdom, Christmas.
France, and Germany.,
2.
All Catholics are obliged to
Of the quantity of cake and meal
fast who have completed their 21st
1909
manufactured in
in the Unltad
year of age, and who have not enter
States, 24 per cent was exported dur- ed yet their 60th.
calendar
that
year, compared with
ing
8.
All persons are exempted from
65 per cent for the fiscal year 1899.
the obligation of fasting who do hard
The principal countries which take
labor, the sick, the convalescent,
this product are Germany and Den- those of a weak constitution, and In
mark, where it Is used c hlefly as a general all who cannot fast without
stock food by dairymen.
While
a a
grievous detriment to their health
large percentage of the meal retain and occupations.
ed in the United States is used either
4. In case of doubt as to the obit
directly as a fertilizer or as an am- gation of fasting, the Rev. Pastor or
monia base in the manufacture
of Confessor should be consulted.
commercial fertilizers, its use as a
(a)
5.
By special dispensation:
feedstuff is rapidly Increasing, and Its those who are
obliged to fast are alemployment for this and other su lowed to eat flesh meat, during Lent,
perior purposes with the resultant in- at all meals on Sundays, and at the
crease in value must tend to reduce
principal meal on Mondays, Tuesdays,
Its Immediate use for fertilizer.
Thursdays and Saturdays, with the
of the second and last SatJohn W. Slckelsmlth, Greensboro, exoeptionon which abstinence from
urdays,
Pa., has three children, and like most flesh meat is of obligation for all.
children they frequently take cold.
(b) Those who are either ex
"We have tried several kinds of
cused or dispensed from fasting may
cough medicine," he says, "but have eat flesh meat at all meals on Sunnever found any yet that did them as
Mondaye, TueBdays, Thursdays
much good as Chamberlain's Cough days,
and Saturdays of Lent, except the
Remedy." For sale by all druggists second and the last Saturdays, on .
which abstinence from flesh meat is
ANOTHER FAMILY
ot obligation for all.
SKELETON STALKS FORTH
6.
Hence, all Wednesdays and Fri
as also the second and
Rich Widow Appears In Texas
to days in Lent,
the laBt Saturdays of Lent; likewise,
Claim the Enormous Stratton
each one of the Ember days and of
Estate.
the Vigil days mentioned in No. 1 are
from flesh meat
Denver, Colo, Feb. 27. On the first days of abstinence
day ot January, 1874, In San Augus for all.
7.
On fast days, and even on Sun
tine county, Texas, one W. 8. Strat
ton married Mrs. Sarah N. Poor, a days ot Lent, neither those who are
rich widow In 1875 this W. S. Strat obliged to fast nor the others are alton obtained from his wife $10,000 and lowed to eat flesh meat and fish at
departed for the Texas Panhandle the same meal.
By a special Indult granted and
with the avowed Intention of buying
a ranch and cattle.
Mrs. Stratton renewed to the Bishops of the United
never heard from her husband, and, States by the Holy See, we permit all
In 1889, believing Stratton was dead, the worklngmen of our diocese, mechshe was married to 8. G. Kennedy, anic, agricultural or otherwise, when
who died later. In 1895, hearing her at work, to eat meat at all meals,
first husband was in Colorado, she they and all the members of their
went to Leadvllle, and she says she families, on all days ot fast and abstilater found Stratton in Cripple Creek. nence, with the exception of Ash
There, she maintains, he discovered Wednesday and Saturday of the Holy
mine and
the famous Independence
Ember
Week, the Fridays of all
of the
promised to give to her one-hal- f
weeks, and all the Fridays ot Lent.
proceeds from the saie of that proper
ty. The woman who says she married
If you have trouble in getting rid
W. 8. Stratton when she waB the "rich ot
your cold you may know that you
benow
In
Poor"
widow
Is
Leadvllle,
There
are not treating it properly.
9.
Mrs.
known
G.
as
Kennedy. la no reason why a cold should hang
ing
Wlnfleld Scott Stratton who became
on for weeks and It will not it you
famous throughout the world as the
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
discoverer of the Independence mine take
at Cripple Creek, which was sold to For sale by all druggists.
an English syndicate for $10,000,000,
DEADLOCK CONTINUES OVER
died, leaving his estate of millions for
SENATORIAL BALLOT.
the founding of the Myron Stratton
home for orphan boys in Colorado
Denver, Feb. 27. There was no elecSprings. Is Mlnfleld Scott Strattton
ballot
senatorial
the man who married the "rich widow tion on today's
Adams received 17, and Speer 26.
Poor" In Texas in 1874
The bearlct 0 liildrcn is frequently
followed by poor health tor the
mother. This supreme crisis of life
finding her physical system unprepared for the demands of nature,
leaves her with weakened resistive
ail- powers and sometlmea chronic
it
mnrl.
BBT
vu ha O.VnlriAli
lUW.n IThltt nail
S
y S- - SS IsSVV
used before the coming of baby, and the healthy woman can
Mother's Friend
remain a healthy mother. It is the only remedy that perfectly and thoroughly
a natural and
prepares the system for healthy motherhood, and brings about
Friend are always
oasy consummation of the term. Women who use Mother's
and
saved much suffering when the little one arrives, and recover more quickly,
with nn ill effects, or chronic troubles. Every expectant mother should safeguard
r
"
her health by using Mothefs Friend,
thus preparing her physical condition
for the hour of motherhood. This
maiMrina is for sale at drug stores.
Write for free book for expectant
't
'
mothers.
BBADFIELD REGULATOR 0O.,
AtlontB- - ft
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AUTO LINE TO TAOS.
THE GAME OF POLITICS. ,
AND TRAN8FQR- - :.
ROADS
GOOD
'the
'"
THE UNCROWNED WHERE NEW ' MEXICO DIFFERS.
ARE
It has at . Th Nevada man who Is touring
1
a peculiar game.
to.
high- THEY
....,
It's
something
forever
TATION.
aspiring
PAGE FOUR
New Mexico differs "from" other
LEADERS.'
- Territory seeking a location for headof
of
the
a
poweather
as
er and more splendid, and yet conpait
uncertainties
game
The "sloppy"
many
an automobile line and
most of
commonwealths in many respects, two weeks Is not only Supplying the ker ana Bl manT scientific postlbili- - quarter for
scious that this life I but a span, and
Saturday evening it when
who ha his ye on the Installation
ar-ot thuis It, tha' it It one of the much-neede- d
moisture tor ranges snd tes as a game of chess. The average of
F.3V1EW that then must perish a beast and the weekly New Mexico exchange!
"
dally service to .Taos should be
it and
birds perish, or with thl wasted tab- rive at the editorial table. The tlx ew oenii dlttrlot
no farms but It Is also arousing the peo- man hardly ever understand
In whloh
all the local enoouragement posIs a given
of good roads. tn0
It
never.
woman
ernacle ot the body east aside, may
the
necessity
to
"of New Mexico are
Rverage
Even pie
sible., In Nevada, long distance autofraud 7y9 ,eB unc0,ared.
dally exchange
on
the
human
on
Mexico'
continue
flight
i.
generally
COMDa,ea
wing
New
highways,
entirely
that
stronger
PRINTING
NSW MEXICAN
mobile lines over sough country, have
but thoroughly scanned each
until the place 1 reached where light swiftly
nelnborlng territory of Arlsona, hard, at present are almost bottom- - naturo ana the law of average, th been made a success,
PANY.
and dally auto '
Jour- on of ,t, less. Their falling at other times it j,uman nature being the uncertain fac- and maslo were originally, born, and day. from the big Albuquerque
ha
caught
Fe and Taot
between
Santa
service
Her1
ally
where unsatisfied hopes find fruition nal to the little Estanoia
mMng 0itieli Blsbee, Is denounced thelr teep grade, their narrowuets tor and the law of averages the sclen-- thould prove much more profitable
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Mr. Edison cannot find any founds .lir: from Padaitt't newsy Optic to the
It will be very hard to than the
calmly having counted one ward and their roughness, out 10 uu u tiflo basis.
Editor and Frestdsnt
dally service between Vaughn
tlon for thl, because) bis Inventive mercurial Roawell Record and from twloe in order to have Its population added after two weekt ot mow and explain, for instanoe, that after yean
FRANK P. STURQES,
The distance Is about
mud.
Trlbune-Cltise- n
From of muckraking and agitation for pur and Rotwell.
to appear as exceeding 9,000, when in rain, real,
and mechanical mind cannot work It .the agresslve
the
but there Is this difference:
e
out thought It is not a wonderful as Brother Cutler'
Dally Tea-IItIt Is Only 7,500. NewMexico the Taos Valley Newt are two itemt lty ln politics, that the greatest state The tame,
s
line would pass
Santa
the phonograph or wireless telegra Range.' But It is Saturday evening,
thould be In the handt
ditrrj from other ttstea In that which are typical ot prest expres- in the Union aiich
score ot prosperous settle
JOHN K. STAUFFER
he ha no ele- that the editor enjoys a real literary ,t leem, iat,fi,a with the census re- - sions and which show tuat the peo- is unknown ln through a
as
phy. The reason
Seeretary-TreesMre- r.
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suaded at yet that It Is well to ex- typical
session these day that ha not sevand li
The Weekly New Mexican Review
It .was Adam who first blamed wo
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old change
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rtectlon lB charmlng chiefly
geles instead of New York or Chicathat shed the rain as they fall. But or father, while the latter bat not yet crowd worth while, a company of
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that wse reflection mas.
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of Mark
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ocratio statesmen than Is Justice.
getting,
make tor our politicians those allow- - Addling as the U. S. Senate is doing
man. His very best instincts are prepared hit toll so that It will store dine with the President at the White
while
the people's business Is pres1
T
ances which, being human, we are
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hardly developed enough to be of any the moisture tbat February Is bring- House.
Senator Beverldge's
It la
: -- o often called upon to make for each sing for attention, it
mlgnt Justify
This much Is certain, the business Intention evidently
use to him, but be has something else ing, for bs shall have an abundant
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to go into oblivion
tome
of
the stricture, placed upon
man anywhere who does not adver
which is called reason. That enables harvest
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and red lights. gate W. H, Andrew, Governor Mills
blaze of
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statesmanship and pattise In hit local paper, and the citizen
him to gather into his mind a little
he were to pull New Mexico and the Republican leaders have don
n
riotism by the enemies ot the comA newspaperman
has been appoint- who does not subscribe and pay his IfStatehood
Only five 'days more of suspense
comprehension of the splendor of naat the eleventh their best to secure ttatehopd for
through
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even
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due
ln
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ed assistant secretary ot the treasury. subscription when
ture and the Joy of life:
delay. Those during which to imagine all sorts of
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many days It will not havs a com. SICOND VERDICT OF
A. A. JONES APPLICATION
GUILTY FOR MURDER.
pleted calendar by March 4, Those
HELPLESS PEOPLE
ONCe MORE REJECTED.
PATRIOTIC AIR
who predict an extra aeiilon teem In
the majority, but whether one will Luis Tapis Is Convloted at Bants Ross
He Claimed Prior Appropriation
of
really ocour no one aeemi able to ,.
Waters of Galllnas ss Against
f Killing Nors Stewart ths
OF NEW
tate with any degree of assurance.
Las Vegas Grant Board.
IN SPANISH
Day Before Wsddlng.
Prewiring Niagara Falli from the
Inroadi of the commercial power com-panl- - The trial of Luis Tapla, for the murJudge C. J. Roberta has rendered
la the task the American Civ-l- der of
his decision In reference to the case
Peculiar Kind of Assistance
Nora Stewhis
to
Association ti trying to accomplish art on
appropriate the waters of the Galll- Translation of Star Spangled
January 19th, of this year cams
That Henry W. Blair
at this session of congress. It aims to a close
nas river which, had been on trial be
Banner Approved by
Monday evening at Santa
fore him for two days at Las Vegas
ot the Burton Rosa,
Gives Them
by the
Guadalupe county. District At
McKinley
bill to prevent any more water being
The
matter
was
under
consideration
torney McElroy was assisted In the
the application of A. A. Jones to apdiverted trom the falls for power pur
proseoutlon by Attorney Reed Hollo-ASKS FOR AN INVESTIGATION poses. The association claims the man, of Tucumcaii,
propriate the water from the Pecos
The Jury was
' and
Uallnas rivers and their tributa- FOR SCHOOLS IN NEW MEXICO
water now diverted noticeably re- only out about four hours when a ver
t;.
ries.
This application was filed by A.
duces the scenic value ol the falls, dict
;'
"
"We
'
agreed upon as follows:
'
A. Jones with the territorial engineer
He Want Congress' to Make and that If all of the water taken the Jury
In the case of the territory
to
the application of the board Superintendent Clark 'Will En
prior
were utilized In the most sclentlfto vs. Luis
Fair and
Tapla find the deteridan'
of trustees of the Las Vegas grant and
...
It would furnish.
a rr5-.- .
jit
more power
'
; way
courage Suggestion
of murder. In the second1 'de
under this application ' A. A. 'Jones
'.'''"Tiu,-,,- '
DeeP;;
than It was ever Intended to divert guilty
Offered.
C. C, Davidson, the attorney
gree."
claimed
he
bad
the
that
right
prior
from the falls. The Burton law ex for
the
does not know yet
the
to
of
prisoner
Galllnas
waters
river.
the
pires by limitation June 29,. It 11m- - whether a new
,
j
Special Correspondence,
Ml'
trial will be asked for. i
The suggestion of singing . "The
The application was rejected by the
the compantei producing electric The evidence
Washington, D. C, Feb. 7The op-- "
showed that on the
Star
territorial
and
the
also
Spangled Banner" In Spanish by
by
engineer
'
position to the adoption of the New power at Niagara on the, American morning or the 19th of
board of water commissioners and up- - Don Fernando Stand y Xlmenes and
January! of
s
Mexico constitution has been' doing side to what they now have In use, this
On
Ballon
the
at
on this bearing was rejected by the said to have been approved by Pres- the
ranch
its work, and while there Is no dan and prohibits the Importation from Mesayear,
Nora
where Tapla,
Judge of the Fourth Judicial District, ident McKinley for the use In 'our
Aragon,
ot
Canada
more
than 160,000 horse- Stewart and
ger as to the final outcome, yet the
This Is the only application filed prior new possessions meets with the sp-the murdered girl's moth MONUMENT THAT WILL MARK fcND OF SANTA FE TRAIL IN
trom
of
element
PLAZA
water diverted er
delay has resulted; and it power produced
to we application oi tne ooara or trus- - proval of Superintendent J, E. Clark
living, with several others In the
.
AT SANTA FB.
may be that In consequence, that from the falls on that side,
. TerT interesting
tees or tne uis Vegas grant ana since who ha,
family, Nora about half past six left
ths congress of the United States the
New Mexico will have to wait another
me application oi a. a. jones
th .nhWr
house, followed shortly afterward
i,
to
v
observe
to
.Hear-become
hardly
a
the
anniver- by
state.
paused
,
congress,
Deen rejected were is notmng now in
TJnfortunatelv the entire transla- Tapla. In a few moments a shot The most famous highway of Ameri That these historic places.
lngs have been held before the Com- sary of the birth of Washington. True was neara ana
the way of the allowance of the appli tlon has been lost but the first Stan-arterwara Ta ca, and one which la krown all over We still may find and know,
mittee on Territories of the .lower there were short addresses In both pla came In andsnortiy
'
cation of the board of trustees. The
reported Nora had the world, will ndt becom as "a thing
and chorus has been saved and is
.
House during the past week, and a bodies, and in the case ot the House,
reason given by Judge Roberts for reshot herself. The girl was fodud out- - of the past," than
as follows:
to Ihe vigorous We set with graven marking,
given
number of persons styling them Representative Norrls Sheooerd. of s.de near
was
that the
jecting the 'application
the house on the ground and timely efforts of the Daughters of These monuments of stone,
La Asteroldea.
selves as temperance leaders bave ap 'Texas, delivered an oration that was
1
evidence
showed
the
that
application
with two bullet holes through her the American Revelation In the states With lean coyotes barking,
Btar Spangled Banner.)
(The
not"
to
surwhich
can
was
not
but"
founded
adralsonly
actual
the
protest
scholarly,
upon
peared
any
against
the of Missouri, Kansas, Colorado and
She was brought Into
Oh I declme st vels
Resentment of their own. ' '
well be" considered a ''classic
,
The body.'
slon of the territory.
vey and measurements as the law
house where she soon died. Ballon New Mexico assisted
the generous And now, o'er hill and hollow,
De Is aurora al aibor
In order to remove this ob
provides.
i: i, Henry W. Blair, of New Hamphlre, departments were closed, and as a re- Montana testified that while he was financial aid of 'the by
of
O'er mountain, mead and vale,
legislature
to divide La que ayer ondeaba
Mr.
Jones
jection
attempted
io is the counsel for the objectors, and sult thousands of people, who were
i
The merest child may follow
beside the dying girl he ask these atateet
Audas y vallente;
his project and practically admitted
be has Introduced a number of letters, unable to gain admission, went to the standing
When those two adventurous trad
That dim and ancient trail.
ed her "who shot you?" Two other
no survey made Cuyas rojas bandas
had
been
that
there
for
the
of
Capitol
purpose
i affidavits and newspaper
bearing
clippings
If the weather will
witnesses who were present, the girl's ers, Baptists La Lande and James
the first between the Runsiln end nnin
T estrellado tambor
purporting to show that the election Senator Lorlmer'a defense ot his elec- mother and Anastaclo Rael, her uncle Brusley, who truthfully may be called marker set in Sanat permit
Fe county wiU ers, but argued that a survey had been Reflejaba los rayos
'
was fraudulent. It Is even attempted tion.' Throughout the city flags and
.the
Fathers
of
Santa Fe Trail", be placed by the county commission- - made from the
testified that the girl never spoke A The
Del sol" ponlenteT
portion of the Galllnas
to-- show that ballots were not provld-- , decorations were displayed; and here
to many was the testlmmdny first trod the highway, now grown old, ers at the Arroyo Hondo one day next river south and that this should be Y al rojlzo tulgor
ed. In. certain localities that could be and there appropriate exercises were surprise
little
dreamed
It
d
that would, in week and the publlo generally is In sufficient The court held that Mr. Que el disparo lanzaba ' '
they
ot Guy Blea; a brother to the
the adoption of held, but on the whole It cannot be
i i used to vote against
wife of Luis Tapla, who Is now time, become wqrld renowned. The vited, to assist in making a gala day Jones could not divide his project In DIvisamos anoche
the constitution,, but' the. statement said" that the Capital of the nation In the Territorial Insane
iron
horse
now t traverses of the event Sue notice of this how that way and that unless the whole
however,
One nn nndoaba! ' '
Asylum In
refuted effectually by the Intro- - gave any more particular heed to the Las
testified that Tapla, the old way," and snorts defiance at ever, win De given on Monday, or was. founded upon an actual survey Es la noble Asteroldea
Blea
Vegas,,
than
cities
other
the gentle-eyethroughout the was
n.duction of the .returns, showing both day
but plodding motive
and measurements that It was not In
married to his sister, and was power of the oldea
Tuesday of next week.; - i ; ,,i. i
Que ondea con honor
an affirmative and a, negative vote In country.
times,
The following places have been se compliance with the law and the ap Sor la patria del libra
still her husband. It' was also shown
The stone which will mark the end
Representative Macon, of Arkansas, that
nearly all election , precincts. ,, One
be
rejected.
T mansion del valor!
Tapla had been married to Nora's of the Trail, will be placed In the lected to be marked In 'New Mexico' plication must
might have theoghVefter listening to nmae rather a vitriolic attack upon mother
El Caballero Don Fernando Staud
by a Justice of the peace. An plaza after all others In New
Colfax County. jS '"
iM
the claims made by Mr. Blair and his "',ake Woes," In the House!'' this effort was
Mexico
temade to discredit Blea's
At Lynh.'end of turinel. ' ' "
y Xlmenes.
ACQUISITIONS BY THE
'
have been set
clients, that New Mexico was a dan- - week. The object of his particular at-- '
was
Stockton Ranch, seven miles out of
The following letter from H. M.
timony, by showing that he, Blea
HISTORICAL
SOCIETY.
careiui nnancial management
gerou,s plaoe in which to live, so fear tack was Captain Robert E. Peary, the
notorious "El Moro," of the Silva and good
Raton.
Skinner of the American Book com
Judgment the state regent
ful were the conditions which the im- whom he denounced in the most
was
gang which 18 to 20 years ago
Vermejo Crossing.
of the D. A. R. of this territory has
Engrossed Copy of the Constitution pany, publishers, Chicago, has been
aginative mind of the former New sea thing terms, ard his talk was di the terror of New Mexico, and that
Cimarron.
received by Mr. Clark and gives de
Deen able to procure 21 of the finest
snd Copy of Nordensklold Work
England senator depicted. His plea rected towards defeating the1 'propo Blea had been sentenced to a life
monuments which mark any part of
tails that are of interest:
Rayado.
on Exhibition.
tor the helpless people of New Mexi sal to recognise the popular hero by term In the
Blea
Mr.
penitentiary.
the Trail from the Missouri river to Southern
of Colfax
Nearly ten years ago the noted Ca- Boundary
co who ratified their constitution by advancing him to the rank of an ad
V
admitted the truth of the assertions the New Mexico capital. They have County.
oausro
xna reraanuo duui j
fW.
Hnn
Tw.
mamiral.
Mr.
Macon
Cju..a,.n
a handsome and overwhelming
attacked Admiral
but his testimony was not shaken and all been delivered at the various
w no, had represented Spain in the
Mora
County.
to
has
Histhe
Territory,
presented
",
jority was punctuated by this sugges- Dewey, Theodore Roosevelt, and most the
In this city,
Top of Ocate Hill,
Jury evidently believed him." Al points where they are to bs erected
'
torlcal Society, not only the pen with Columbian Exposition
tion:
everyone else he could think of, refer
.
Mr. Blea was at one time cred- and are a very handsome set of
a Spanish translation of the
South side of Ocate river.
though
prepared
which
In
was
to
constitution
two
a
New
the
but
York
signed,
ring
congressional
newspapers as ited with
"Nothing
Mr- being one of the most daring monuments; being made of Colorado
Wagon Mound.
F; T'
but also one of the engrossed copies' ,on" At that ti
.
and
vestlgatlon, full and fair and deep, unblushing know-al- l
cutlaws known to the hlBtory of New granite of the finest quality.
Watrous.
since famous educationally
by his
of
the
similar
those
to
to the bottom of things "pea-eye. searching
Constitution,
and
plnheaded,
putrid- Mexico he has led an exemplary life
The Denver Post of late date, pre
industrial
school
San Miguel County.
sent to the President and to the mem work in the primary
with the mighty arm of the Nation, tongued Infinitesimals."
Such out
One on top ot hill between Watrous bers
for many years. He Is now a mild sents a full page Illustration of a
- at Columbus, Georgia, was given some
arof
These
Convention,
the
will save the otherwise helpless peo bursts on the part of the Arkansas
and prosperous lonely highway with - coyotes still and Las Vegas.
tides will pe placed on exhibition in aemonsirauons oi in in me lonn oi
members have been rather frequent mannered respected
ple of New Mexico."
In Los Alamos, San Mi roaming the plains and a Santa Fa .Las Vegas Bridge.
in the case with the souvenirs of simple manual exercises, to a large
The hold-uwhich statehood has and naturally have grown to attract rancher, living
San Jose on Pecos River.
guel county and as he expressed It in Trail marker on a knoll by the way
statehood heretofore presented by number of teachers gathered In
been subjected to Is purely the work but little attention.
.
Kosloskl's Ranch.
an interview, he stands for the lawful side.
Hon. W. H. Andrews.
of people not materially Interested In
Walter J. Davis who formerly lived
Santa Fe County.
"Colonel BIssell and others of Fort
protection of property and life on all In-A Rsre Volume.
the welfare of New Mexico. Delegate A, J. ORTIZ NEVER
Santa Fe has written the followOn Santa Fe County Una
occasions will be found on the side of
Sheridan were Invited to visit PresiAndrews has expressed the situation
The
ao
READ OF GERONIMO.
Historical Society has Just
Pigeon's Ranch or Glorleta.
the law. A history ot the Silva gang ing graceful verses to accompany the
dent McKinley at bis home In Ohio
very clearly by saying: "There are
quired .the most beautiful and expen- Apache Canon.
credits "El Bora" and "Pata de Rana,' picture:
Just before the president started on
'
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1.
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.11 .
n,
two kinds ot temperance people In Or Else He Wouldn't Talk About
The
Way They Went
Arroyo Hondo.
ths with practically breaking up the Silva
his fatal trip to Buffalo. Nellgh, with
.
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To
New Mexico, one kind being the
,w
mark
the
Plaza in Santa Fe, where the larg
sandy spaces
Gentleness of North American
marvelous art, engrossed the entire
gang by executing the death sentence
tiibltlonlst who works because he has
est will be placed.
They covered long ago,
. , It has long desired but could not be Spanish version
Indian Tribes.
,
of the song, with
on their chief Silva, after that infa
been hired, and the other kind Is the
fore obtain.
This is the "Cliff Dwel
notes snd all. upon large sheets of
mous bandit had ruthlessly murdered
Mesa
G.
lers
of
Nor
temperance believer who lives In the
the
Verde," by
Educated Indians complain that on his own wife. The relatives of Luis
mar
DOUBLED WATER CAPACITY ...
.. ... denakiokL a. 8wedlsh- - archaeologist parchment and .Illustrated, the
AEROPLANE IN ...territory, enjoys Its benefits, and (ls .moving, picture films Indians Invariaall tbe sheets with type of
'
Tapla nave been present and have
WITH DYNAMITE BLA8T.
i
who visited America in 1892, "and gins ot
AN
Interested In Its growth and advance-- .
HOUR
WIND.
bly are shown as cruel scoundrels,
different races, peoples, and ration
wrote his remarkable work, which is
men. This latter class are Interest Although Indians have been denied done all that could be expected
alities now under the American flag
them In assisting him in his defense. One Thousand Gallons a Minute Is Mannsuvsrs With New
e
Maillustrated
ed in securing legislation for their
finest
with
the
Wright
Don Fernando presented the engross
rights of oltlzenshlp, they yet have They are well known and respected
. Being
Pumped With Gasoline
chines at Fort 8am Houston
, ' cause, but they are not the kind .who voice to
photogravures,
protest. A. J. Ortls, Mexican citizens of this country. Nora Stew
ed copy to tbe president at his home.
.. Returning to Sweden he died soon
are- working to stop the progress of
Engine
t
Are
Demlng.
Success.
consul In Denver, who Is well acquainMr. McKinley insisted that the Ca
Mesa de Aragon,
New Mexico by defeating the great ted with Indians and their mode of art was killed at
after, but the work was translated ballero should step out upon the
the day before her wedding.
Deming, N. M., Feb. 24. The pump
results that have followed since the
and
into
by
Fort
28.
Lloyd
English
Morgan
D,
Feb.
For
Houston, Texas,
life, declares that they are more
porch and sing the song to tbe people
ing of the Burdeck. well this week the
enabling sot was secured. The laws
Printing Office assembled on the lawn.
than white men when not
This Don
past two. days, with the wind printed at the InRoyal
shows that the blasting done In the
a magnificent folio Fernando
Stockholm,
they seek will likely be passed by our abused. I remember of but one In 8ILVER CITY MAN
it
did. with fine effect: Presi
MAKES SUGGESTION, waer strata has doubled its capacity. blowing a regular gale, as fast as 35 volume, which is
new state legislature, which Is the stance
a
In
specpreserved
in which one Indian murder
This well was originally put down as miles an hour at times, Phil Parma-le- ial case. On a recent visit to Denver dent McKinley, in his graceful way
proper body to act upon the internal ed . another, and the homicide was
raised bis band and said, "I
test well for artesian water to a
the famous aviator and Lieuten- President
Hitchcock to 8olvs Ques
Would
affairs of New Mexico. The paid pro caused
Prince of the Historical playfully
Help
white men
by whiskey.
ot about seven hundred feet ant D. F. Foulols, of the army signal Society succeeded in obtaining a per- hereby proclaim that this shall be the
Defloltw Census
depth
Postal
hlbltlonlst who Is holding up state- have mistreated
tion
of
dethe Indians In
official Spanish version of the Star
An artesian flow was encountered at corps at Fort Sam Houston, have been fect unused copy of this
hood cannot be considered in any wa)
Frauds ta be Prosecuted.
great work
tor use by the army
priving them of their reservations.
24 Snob 565 feet, which was not strong enough manoeuverlng In the new Wright bi- and It was received at the Historical Spangled Banner,
Feb.
as a friend to the territory."
T.
C,
Washington,
The Pueblo and Navajo Indiana are
and waters of
aesthetic tempera to be of use In Irrigation. The well- - plane presented by Robert J, Collier Tooma In the Palace ot the Governor's and navy in the lands
an
The House Committee, at Its hear
bishness
and
but most of the tribes
our Spanish-speakin- g
dependencies,
'
ment can be exploited to increase the drillers then attempted to stop up the to the government. The machine Is a few days ago.
ing, asked for testimony pertaining to In this
or words to that effect
part of the country have been revenue ot the Postofflce Department, screen In the upper, strata so as to In the latest Wright Invention and'Is
the legality of the election, and an
1 hope at no very distant time to
made, idle and useless by the policy If the
a man In crease tbe artesian flow. This at-- capable ot carrying a great weight ALBUQUERQUE'8 RED LIGHT
by
suggested
adjournment was taken to permit of
plan
when treaties
visit New Mexico, and I should be
Silver City, N. M to the Postofflce tempt was unsuccessful, and only With both of the aviators seated in
time to secure this from the territory. weresupporting adopted
GO.
DISTRICT
MUST
In
between
Into
entered
the
glad indeed to learn If I have been.
Persons served to weaken It as a pumping the machine a number ot flights were
A great' array of affidavits that will
Is carried out
dians and Uncle Sam. The white man Department
of any service at all in bringing to
effectually convince congress was re has much to learn from the Indians with the above mentioned tempera well. They then blasted out the wa- made, in some Instances rising to the District Attorney Edward A. Mann
your attention this plan for rendering
strata with dynamite, and height of 800 feet and regardless of
The two
Silver City man,
ceived from the territory.
the
thinks
ment,
In
Decided
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Wins
a
Is
and
in
obedlenoe
Victory
peacefulness. , It
our national song in the two lan
Houses may get things going In a
would gladly buy more and pay more succeeded In making a pumping well the wind which was blowing at hur-o- f
Effort to Clean up City.
wrong to portray them as vallalns on
'
'
pupils
guages, by Spanish-speakinIt It furnishing 1,000 gallons per rlcane speed, the biplane was put
for more artlBtlcally formed stamps
hurry, and put New Mexico on the
films.
The
practice of delicate shades and classlo por- minute. It Is equipped with a 36 h. p. through all kinds of maneuvers, turns
of your schools or by Bpanlsh-speak- moving picture
map among the sisterhood of states, should be
Denver
Times.
court
Abbott
In
the
district
stopped."
Judge
ing members ot clubs and social clr
The letter fol crude oil engine and a No. 7 Layne to the right and left being made at
but the business of both Houses )s
traits and scenes.
and Bowler pump.. It. Irrigates an will and the figure eight described in j' at Albuquerque yesterday overruled cles In your cities."
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badly congested, and It the matter "KATY" MAY BUILD
the
entered
counsel
for
demurrer
by
both directions.
In addition to this,
"The suggestion which I am about acre for 17 cents.
goes over It must wait until the end
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Al Watklns, a prominent cattle man a new Bpeed record ror this part of! Llnle McGrath, Leona Grace, Minnie TWO MURDERS REPORTED
ot the next congress before approval
to make may be as unpractical as it
Carrol and others. In the case of the
IN SOCORRO COUNTY.
can be secured, and New Mexico Will Unheard Thing of Legislative Con- is undemocratic, but it has occurred ot Luna county is making extensive the country was made, the machine
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to
times
me
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In
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Marcial Valdez, Supposed to Hsve
ranch 20 miles southwest of Dem- - for several miles carrying the two !ng
"there should follow such a period of
In Anti-Trusolving the problem of reducing the his '
Texas.
Been Run Over by Train Was
He has bought three engines, men. In a race with one of the fast North Third street' dlstriot abated as
'"suspense, It Is very clear where the
persistent shortage in the Postal De ing.
was
nuisances.
The
action
'
one 60 h. p, one 40 b, p. and another automobiles at the post for a distance jubUo
,
Apparently Assassinated. responsibility should rest, as Delegate
26 Just now partment
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'
miTexas,
uu
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eveiai
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uiuum.
of over two mtlee the Aiifn w
left
Andrews. Governor Mills, and the del- an effort is on for the consolidation
are In this country many 3K h. n for n.nnlni three lane nnmnl
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"
tki-m,P'"""; OI HiUUI Mann, lOIOnei J, U. al- hlv
fur Kehlnrf ... I
In.t.lleri nM n .
Sheriff 0. E. Sanchez of Socorro
egttlori that came on here from New by legislative enactment of the Texas thousands ot persons with enough tr. ho.
Dr- - C- - H- - Conner
nd otner
"
took Into custody Frank Makison of
to make engines and will Install the others as onstrated to the military men here brlst'
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It the borders are WILL SPEND $60,000 '
The land is under the Mesllla ditch, gas were forested and taken before likely a special prosecutor will be ap- - desired 'shape.
;
Justice O.r, Muray. They pleaded pointed,
built with a broad base and slowly k 'A
located west of Las Cruoes.
MORS ON PROJEQT.
,
'.;
After sloping sides, crops can be grown
Jaffsrson Rsynolda Resign
Sells Alsmeda Home Mrs. Nellie guilty and were assessed a Una. Catsevere having served since Its creation by along the sides and top without any Rio Hondo Reservoir Wster
Guyon has sold her home place In the loway ao. Qohlke received a
Users'
Atthe legislatures a member of the difficulty.
Assoolatlon Sends W. C. Reid to
The base ot such borders
Alameda tract. In tbe Mesllla valley, lecture irom the court. District
00ttr)1 of trustees ot the Las Vegas shouft not be less than eight to ten
to Domlnlck Felra, ot Mag'dalena, for luiwv ward says a repsuuuu oi u
Washington.
of the men'i iani
At a meeting of the shareholders ot
1900. The place contains Ave and offense) wm be tbe cause
granti Jefferson Raynolds has feet wide. After all borders and the
house liquor lioenses being revoked.
one-ha- lf
presented his resignation to Clarence checks or oross borders are complet- the Rio Hondo Reservoir Water Users'
aorea, has a three-roo"John
three-yea- r
old
Collecting Dsllnquent Jsxes
Roberts. Judge of the Fourth Judl- ed. It Is best to go over each seotlon Association, held at Roswell It was deand about one hundred
Th- Joerni, olrk of the court for the
reslanaUon has of the field and true up all alight in- cided to accept the offer of the loan
fruit trees.
certl- today
Judicial
District,
aooepted and Judge Roberts has equalities that may have been dilssed of $60,000 from the U. 8. government
FEBRUARY 2S. 1911.
Ordered to Send Cash to the East';Srfth
tj. and it Is presumed that the case
THURSDAY,
ex neo to Robert u. m. noes. uu, - Kppointed Hanet Raynolds, son ot the In the first leveling.
Here again the and construct a coment ditch sixteen
Defective Flue Csuses Fire The will occupy the attention of the court The agents for the Wells-Fargcounty treasurer, and to the treasursucceed Mr. Ray- - level Is of great value, as it points miles long, leading from the Intake
home ot E. B. Graubarth, at Las Ve- room fpr leveral days,
press company at Las Cruces and er ot Mora county the delinquent tax TMfWg trustee,
a
n()
increa,ing business responsi- - out these errors much more closely above the reservoir to the point four
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1911.
Mesllla Park have received instruotr list and
gas, was gutted by a fire caused by
miles
Judgment of the court against bmie( made u lmpo8,lbla tor Mr. than the best trained eye.
He Wasn't Invited Juan B. Arguel-e- d Ions to send all their receipts to New
It there where north of the Diamond A ranch
defective flue. The loss Is I50O cover
ordering
this ranch takes out its appro,o
on
to of Penasco la In Jail at Taos, being Vork Citv In currency.
is free and abundant supply ot water,
Each office certain delinquent properties,
by Insurance.
Land
taxes.
their sale to satisfy the
of water. The stockholders
'll- the wrong of the company in New Mexico has
and the field will not need It for some priation
. ,ki. ki.rf board.
charged with entering
Marriage License A marriage
also
decided to send W. C. Reid to
Sleigh Bells and Leaking Roofs at time, It Is well to give It a trial IrHereto has been
cense was granted at Las Vegaa t0n0UBe without invitation.
mcelved the same orders.
can be purchased
returned
Washington to look after their InterAlbuquerque-"T- his
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morning a
Frutosa Maes, aged 10, and Bevero
,rZZ ber
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The Cross L Cattle Company
that are either low
aged
high, and cor dollars of his expenses. The sharedis-much of the land -i- 1
ceipts in sn Albuquerque bsnk, from ly
were
A
of Trementlna.
jFolsom, Union county, hat sold 400 where it was checked out by drafts posed of In this manner. It is also
recting these as soon as the soil is holders will have ten years In which
111 head ot stock to Kansas
Orat
at
,
Las
new
Below
buyers
Vega
Fourteen
dry.
or otherwise, but under the
i(M' to pay back the money, without Interlikely that many persons will pay up
One
was fourteen below sero at La a ViSo a head and will cut up its land ders, svery cent of the receipts will rather than loss their land, -- Us Ve- - bells on the necks ot their horses.
that must be borne In est. W. M. Reed U. S. engineer,
ot the horses were not shod mind Is thing
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against
amount
to
holdings
swell
where
that
any large
gas night
writes that the loan can be secured.
be taken from the territory
gas. Optic.
on the ot
- . . properly for snow and fell
... ....j...
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below at Santa Fe. It was twenty be- Ing tracts.
earth Is hauled into a low place
the visible cash reserve of the east
Hi Q lanrf will V. m Ja.tHv.
Death of a Veteran John U Blood-goo- d ern
nt
tli
laval
low in the Galllnas canon.
Herble Writing love letters brought
PRIE'T HELPS IN
metropolis.
k
mowfall raj.
died
on his place known
Charlotte Stevens The five year
,tOT
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FIGHT FOR DECENCY.
f
San Miguel Reports Another Mur man G. Herrera; a student ot tbe Nor-thl
old daughter, Charlotte, of Charles 0. as the Faynter ranch, and which der Tomas Montoya was brought to mal ITnlvaMM. Intn 4i I .H OH r,1irt tt
few Irrigations, unless allowance Is $ ' , .
Tbe snow was wet and
and Margaret Stevens, died at Albu- Is located about one mile northeast of Las Vegas yesterday charged with the Las Vegas. . The complaint against mo'nf
made for this and a slight excess of
Montrjose, Colo., Feb. 27. Mabel
when the warmth of the
the Silver. City. Deceased was about 64
querque, Just five years after
killing of Eiequiel Chaves at casa Herrera was made by Rafael Gallegos rooms below began to melt the snow soil Is moved in. This is hard to es. bjRtoharrlr . a. " '
' runim r.t.1
parents had lost their other daughter years of age and was one of the early Colorado.
Is alleged to who exhibited to Justice D. R. Mur
OTontova
and for this reason It is well But for the vigilance of the Montross
tlmate,
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iwui
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dune
He
Grant county.
settler
at the tame age.
that the field be not seeded to a per- police, would have been the second
have shot Chaves ' upon returning ray a letter which. Herrera w
Death of Marina Garcia Newa was veteran of the Civil War. having serv- - home ' unexpectedly
and
Boding ed to have written to Gallegos' daugh
manent crop, like alfalfa, the first victim caught In the white slave net
Citizen.
u
or
me
me
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union
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enlistment
cere
time
received
,ea nis
today
ter, a pretty girl .of about 15 years. ,
Chaves there,
year after any decided leveling. ; The of "Irish Ann" Blanchard. The girl
Italians
Nine
to
Returned
Italy
occurred
which
1
army.
Marina
Garcia,
Miss
Cited for Contempt Judge Ira A. "Mushy" might .be appropriately ap-small brans are perhaps the .best told the polloe after they bad taken
camps
from the Rocky Mountain
Died at Inaane Asylum Jose RaTuesday evening at her home In Loi
plied to the character of the letter,
Abbott, In the district court at
orops to try on newly leveled fields. charge of her that she had been enot
left
evening
here
south
yesterday
Cerrillos. The girl was the daughter mon Martlnes, admitted as a patient
and
full
sweetness
Dona
of
which was
high
Issued an order citing
will They do not oocupy the soli for a ticed to Montrose bya promise of high
of Santos Garcia, who formerly resid- to the New Mexico Hospital for the ciano Gutierrez to apear on March sounding diction. Gallegos asserted for Milan, Italy, where they
with their great length ot time, and can stapd wages to werk on a rooming house.
Insane in October, 1908, died at the 3 aud answer to a charge ot con thm larrai. wtt full nf hlrlrlnn mpnnlns--s spend several months
ed In Las Yegas.
of water In any plaoe that "IrlsS Ann" met the inbound train at
- an excess
Wmnelf and his home people and again return to ColBilly Institution at Las Vegas. He was tempt. The citation was issued upon ml
Shoo Hand Badly Burned
happens to be low, perhaps, better Gunnison today and accompanied the
Horr was badly scalded in working about 60 years old. A new patient the petition of Nelll B. Field, trustee, entire family. He asked that Herrera fax county. The entire expense of than a
majority of the orops grown girl the rest of" the way to Montrose.
girl, was versus the Dominion Construction be placed under bond to keep ' the transportation from Raton to Milan,
on an engine in the N. M. 0. shops, j Vera Hinds, a
Then too, the surface This It the second attempt of the
New In this region.
sub- - which includes railroad fare to
to
decided
Gutierrez
Is
that
It
peace.
He and Derusha were opening up the admitted yesterday. She Is from
Murray
Judge
alleged
Company.
board Is left In an exzcellent oondltlon for Blanchard woman to get Denver girls
county.
and cleaning them ot ice. In
is interfering with certain property pend sentence In the case. David J. York, third class steamship
correcting slight inequalities in level for ber resort near this city. On the
valve It: Cutting Affray at Albuquerque-bl- ew now in litigation,
Leahy who represented Herrera, said and passage across the Atlanticr that may
loosening up the blow-of- f
When these
occasion she promised the
yet remain.
Mendoza Bravo was found last night
Cant Lose Catallna A decision re his client did not wiBh to be held un- -' amounts to $82, a remarkablyd reason-de- corrections are made, the soil should previous
out, throwing steam and water
authorities here her place would be
of
the stigma of a Judgment of the able rate for travelling one-thirover Billy and burning him badly. as,l)"ns n an alley at Albuquerque. His fusing to dissolve the -- marriage be
Father O'Far-Tell- ,
and chest had been slashed with tween Eduardo Baca and Catallna court Accordingly he filed notice of the distance around the globe. Ra-a- n be ready to put in alfalfa or any closed permanently.
there was 140 pounds of steam on atjhce
a local prleBt, has rendered great
other crop that will be on the land
a knife. It Is believed that Mendosa
appeal to the district court, Judge ton Range.
Aragon, was handed down by Judge
Dally Herald.
the time.-Esta- ncia
for years, with no fear of drowning assistance In the warfare apralnst
will recover.
His assailant has not Ira A. Abbott at Albuquerque. Baca Murray fixed the appeal bond at $100,
Two Arrests for Pistol
Toting
Divorces Granted Two dlvorcei
B. is
old Western Union out the lower levels. , Great advan "Irish Ann."
alleged to have married Miss Ara- which Herrera said be would be able M. Abtla, a
were granted In the district court at been captured. John Harvey and
L. Jasper were given $10 fine and gon under duress and that the mar to furnish.
Herrera Is said to be a messenger boy, Is scheduled to stand tage in operation results from the use
Albuquerque, one to Alice Qulnn from
well built boxes and gates for tbe BOSS MURPHY DETERMINED
de- trial for "pistol toting" at El Paso, a of
Walter Quinn, In which Mrs. Quinn costs In police court at Albuquerque riage was void and ot no consequence. good student but is possessed ot a
turn-out- s
and other control of water.
TO LAND 8ENATOR.
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Lawlessness of Lss Vegas 8aloons sire to write love letters. He is said ; m revolver being found In his hip
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Wishes of People and Withdrawal of
Las Vegaa Optic: "Another bit-e- ing been brought to the attention of tlfs recently
for an affinity. The other was grant-th- e
ger boy and holdups have been so freJ. H. SQUIRES,
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1911.
to Alvln Esselburn from Cora Es- - terly cold night made life Interesting District Attorney Chsrles W. G. Ward
Shepard Make No Dlffer-- s
quent of late, his companion states,
Bride Is From Ssnta Fe A mar that he decided to arm himself.
Agronomist.
M.
enee to Him,
selburn, whom he charged bad left in Las Vegas last night. According that boya under 21 years ot age have
'
him in 1910 after two years of married to the government thermometer the been frequenting saloons, he has in riage license wss granted at Las Ve A Salaiar was arrested Sunday night
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Buchanan Sells for $12,000 UseFumigating Five Houses Each Day
elect William F. Sheehan. Governor
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No Action on Site That the presation Is clearing.
the newly appointed fnmlgator, Uj Four Deaths at Albuquerque Har-bus- y been seen In increasing numbers In of $10 and costs' on plain . drunk ent
Walla Walla, Wash., Feb. 28. Clin
' congress will not fix the site for
t
disinfecting an average of Ave ry. the six and a halt year old son bar rooms. Mothers and fathers aad charges.
the Las Vegas postofflce, for which ton Buchanan, who recently completed KAN8A8 UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
Referee Appointed
Judge Clarence
houses a day. Only one new measles ot Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Bullard, died citizens have raised a protest EviTHRIFTY POKER PLAYERS.
appropriation was made some time serving a term in the county Jail at
'
sign was put up today and there are at Albuquerque yesterday ot scarlet dence against several saloons on J. Roberts has appointed Edward ago, but that the succeeding congress Walla Walla, Wash., following con
Lawrence, Kai., March 1. The facmany indications that the board of fever. Victoria Salaiar, the nineteen both sides of the river have been ob Holmes, an attorney, as referee In the will do so readily Is the statement viction on the charge ot passing "no
ulty of the University of Kansas is
health has the disease under control." months old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. talned and their proprietors will be suit of Herman Bruns against Cyrus
checks, can today draw a good greatly scandalized by the discovery
at prosecuted. This morning a deputy N. Richmond. The case Is In the made to George A. . Fleming, secre- funds"
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tary of the Commercial club of Las
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have the opportunity of doing no Frimoer si meir Aiouquerque meet cense was issued at Las Vegas to Be ureateUpon tbe order of the board of ly occupied by the First Presbyterian tbat the attachment is the most use- ers among the students. He says
day afternoon between the hours of
District Attorney George S. nlta Delgado of Chaperito and Loren regents of New jnexloo Normal Uni church, and has presented It. Mr. An ful contrivance of its kind tbat has tbat he has not yet obtained
the
s and 4 when the body will lie inl'ns:
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Drunken White Man Rnbs Negro's convenient
pretty
while under the influence of liquor.
presidents; A B, McGaffey,
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tbe Jail he promised not to touch ancaught ajt Las Vegas,
County to Sua for Delin
Then the boys of the South Side will
Taxes District Attorney W. H. a fine of five dollars and costs for raiding the roost of W. H. Prince,
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New Mexico Labor In Colorado
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Water and Unsatiafaotory Yield
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get- An additional crew, numbering forty didn't know what he was doing. He
Is 8ure to Result.
being planned by the scouts.
matters In shape so that suit can men, left Las Vegas for Lake George, said he didn't believe he stole a chickFeb. 28. Insane Jeal- day horsewhipped Mr. and Mrs. War
Eureka, Cal
Wedding "A marriage ting
Surprise
near Colorado Springs, Colo., where en. He
got thirty days In the county ' Many crop failures on the Irrigated ousy of his bride of four days prompt- ren Herring on the plains a few miles
that has proved a surprise to the rel be brought for the collection of deThe books have they go to assist in harvesting the Jail.
ed John Ellis, a recent arrival from torth of Breed, Colo.
atives and friends ot the bride and linquent taxes,
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ice orop. It required a special car
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with the young woman, Ellis'
All delinquent taxes
Watrous Mercantile Company, which immediately.
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Mr. back of and Including the year 1909, eman went to Santa Rosa Wednesday frc-took place in Denver yesterday.
a horse a couple ot weeks ago, expensive to Irrigate, both with re- compelled her aunt, Mrs, M. Roy, unto show cause before the county comder threat of death, to persuade Mrs.
and Mrs. Thull are both well known whether large or small amounts, will
Denver, Colo., March 1. Adams
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today's' senatorial ballot.
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quarantine of the Grant family was
pins he did not feel in order that all spare time of men destroyed.
There was no Important! change.
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Fort Union. Through 8. Davis, Jr., at Mountalnalr, and the whole fam'
He was 35 years ot age and unmar Carlsbad Current
per, a plow, and a plank drag.
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'
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